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At Bullseye Leak Detection, Inc., we know that a leak (slab, pool, or irrigation) can cause serious
headaches. With pipes leaking underground, it may seem like an impossible feat to pinpoint the
source. But thatâ€™s our expertise. Our expert technicians can solve that issue with the mysterious
odor, the hot spot on the floor, the high water bill, or the perpetually dropping pool level. Our leak
detection technique involves a systematic investigation of the applicable plumbing systemâ€”whether it
be sub-slab hot and cold lines, overhead copper piping, or any number of plastic, metal, or clay
lines--using non-invasive, non-destructive instruments. These include line locators, moisture meters,
thermal imaging cameras, and ultra-sonic listening devices. We map the system and determine the
loss source in a clean, efficient manner, without having to tear out cabinetry or jackhammer the
flooring.

A pool leak often only reveals itself as a high water bill or a low water line. We pressure test all of
the lines, dive the structure, and locate the leak in pool or spa systems with an eye to timeliness and
accuracy. Once the inspection is complete and the leak source pinpointed, we also provide a water
leak repair estimate. Our trained repair technicians fix leaks with minimal excavation, sound
plumbing skills, and clean put-back. We provide competitive rates and quick turnaround. We know
how important your homeâ€™s appearance is to you. Of course, our repairs are meant to terminate
water loss but not at the expense of aesthetics. If your friends donâ€™t notice the concrete patch, weâ€™ve
done our job correctly.

Our specialty services also include sewer inspection and utility location. Perhaps your sewer line
keeps backing up. Our technicians can perform a video inspection to locate breaks, off-sets, roots,
and clogs, measuring exact depths and locations. Sewer repair is significantly easier with detailed
line and trouble-spot locations. If a sewer cleaning is necessary, we provide hydro-jetting either as a
one-time service or on a maintenance schedule. Utilizing the latest in locator technology, coupled
with years of experience, our technicians can locate a variety of utilities, including water, cable, gas,
power, sewer, and telephone lines. U.S.A. will only mark public utilities to the meter. We do the rest,
marking the private utilities between the meter and the house. Donâ€™t waste time and money on
exploratory digs. Our services are accurate and efficient. Our highly skilled technicians use top-
quality, precision equipment to give you solutions.

If youâ€™re looking for answers, our technicians can help. First, take a look at our website,
www.bullseyeleak.com, where we provide tips to determine if you have a pressurized plumbing leak,
to figure out your poolâ€™s rate of loss, and much more.

We know leaks and plumbing issues can cause headachesâ€”weâ€™re here to provide dependable,
proven relief. Save water, save money, save time with Bullseye Leak Detection, Inc.
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Bullseyeleakdetection - About Author:
Bullseye Leak Detection, Inc. is a small, specialized business that serves the greater Sacramento,
CA area. Our services include residential, commercial, and industrial water and gas leak detection,
sewer video inspection, utility location, hydro-jetting, and plumbing and pool repairs. Our leak
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detections range from pool and spa water loss inspections to slab leak locations to insurance claim
water damage cause and duration reports. Visit our website a www.bullseyeleakdetection.com
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